Abstract. Modulation recognition is an important issue in cognitive radio research area, however, high recognition precision is usually achieved by relative large number of training data and more various features of digital signal, which call for much more resource. In this paper, a novel modulation recognition approach is proposed, 4th order cyclic cumulants vectors of digital signal is applied for modulation recognition, which are constructed as features to train support vector machine classifiers for further recognition. The experimental result shows the proposed approach can get comparative high precision for ASK, BPSK and PSK signal recognition in additive white Gaussian noise channel while using relative small number of training samples and small in dimension, which reduce cost remarkably.
Introduction
Cognitive radio is intelligent system which can perceive, learn and understand radio environment and automatically adapt its parameter [1] . The final goal of cognitive radio is realizing dynamic spectrum allocation and spectrum sharing through intelligent learning capacity of system. Modulation recognition is an important issue of cognitive radio, which provide basis not only for further analysis and process of signal, but also for spectrum hole detection and dynamic spectrum access (DSA). In the area of cooperative communication, modulation recognition can help cognitive radio system analysis main user signal, which will realize DSA and spectrum sharing without affect normal communication of main user; in the area of non-cooperative communication, modulation recognition is the basis of signal interference recognition, anti-disturb or anti-listening of signal and spectrum monitoring.
For modulation recognition, features of digital signal should be extracted firstly, then the modulation is confirmed by some recognition method. In feature description research area, some former research applied temporal statistical features for modulation recognition, such as instantaneous amplitude, phase and frequency [2] . In [3] , Tang et al. utilized moment and normalized kurtosis as feature for modulation recognition. Other researchers extract features based on some properties of modulated signal, such as cyclostationary features [4] , high order cumulants feature [5] , spectral correlation features [6] , et al.
In the area of modulation recognition, after feature descriptors extracted, some machine learning technique is applied for training some classifiers to recognize modulation type of digital signals. Normally, machine learning method includes two types: supervised and unsupervised. In supervised learning, some labeled data are used as training set to train a model for classification, which is then applied to classify data without labels in test set. Some supervised learning model have been introduced into the area of modulation recognized, such as artificial neural network (ANN) [7] [8] , support vector machine (SVM) [9] [10] , et al. On the other side, unsupervised leaning in modulation recognition apply data distribution information to classify data without training set [11] [12] .
Unsupervied learing include k-mean, Gaussian mixture model (GMM), Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM), et al.
In [13] , cyclostationary features of different digital signals are extracted as features for multi-kinds of modulation type recognition, however, cyclostationary feature are calculated as a statistic value for further training, which will lose important temporal information of signal. Meanwhile, high precision of classification is reached based on relative large number of training data, which call for much more computing resource during recognize stage.
In this paper, 4th order cyclic cumulants vector is applied for digital signal modulation recognition, cyclic cumulants vector are formed by different time lags of cyclic cumulants of original digital signal. 4th order cyclic cumulants vector are constructed as features for SVM classifiers training, which remain temporal information of signal as many as possible. Then the SVM are applied for modulation recognition. Experimental results shows the proposed method can get comparative high precision for ASK BPSK and QPSK signals recognition in noisy environments while using relative small number of training samples and small features in dimension, which reduce cost remarkably.
The rest of paper is organized as follow: Section 2 shows the main idea and steps of proposed approach. 4th order cyclic cumulants vector's generation is introduced in section 3. Section 4 introduces SVM classifier used for modulation recognition. Experimental results are shown and analysis in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Framework of Modulation Recognition Approach Using 4th Order Cyclic Cumulants Vector
When the modulation type of digital signals is treated as classes, modulation recognition can be considered as a typical classification question. Support Vector Machines (SVM) is used as classifiers in our approach, which is used widely in classification area and shows relative high classification precision. For a two-class classification problem, SVM tries to find the best hyperplane in feature space to separate the samples of two classes. For clarity, the main framework of proposed modulation recognition approach using 4th order cyclic cumulants as feature is shown is 
where Fourier coefficient
is kth cyclic cumulants on cyclic frequency  of x(t).
c k A is countable cyclic frequency set of kth cyclic cumulants, which is defined as:
For signal sequence x(t), the 4th order cyclic cumulants are calculated as:
where  is cyclic frequency, 1 2 3 , ,    is three time lags to time variable t. Assuming a fixed time lag  and a certain time step   , cyclic cumulants is calculated when 1 2 3 , ,
, which will formed as a vector.
Experimental Results
In order to validate the performance of proposed approach, the experiment is conducted on PSK and ASK modulation signal recognize scheme in noisy environment. SVM are used for modulation recognition for digital signals, which is a popular technique for classification. The basic idea is to construct a hyperplane where the distance of the hyperplane from the closest data points (the margin) is maximized. With the maximum margin, the error rate of classification is minimized.
Experiment Setup
In the experiment, 4th order cyclic cumulants vector is applied for modulation classification, the generation of cumulants vector is according section III. The size of feature vector is decided by frequency step   and max frequency . In our experiment, we set 1    , so the size of cumulants vector is 1   .
In the experiment, ASK BPSK and QPSK signals are used to measure the performance of proposed approach, which are three normally kind of modulation signals. Amplitude of ASK signal and phase of PSK signal are generated by a random function, which change the amplitude or the phase of signal randomly every sampling time interval.
Recognize accuracy of modulated signal is measured in noise environment, in the experiment, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is added into the original modulated signal. The signal noise ratio is set from -10db to 10db.
In order to research the number of training samples to the performance of approach, the number of each kind of digital signals is set 100 and 200, half of signals is applied to train the SVM classifier, and the other half of signals is used to measure the recognition performance. Two different max cyclic frequency is set to measure the performance. In practice, we set max cyclic frequency to 5 and 10, so the dimension of cyclic cumulants vector is 6 and 11. For SVM classifiers, we set C=16,  =0.125.
Experiment Result Analysis
The performance of the approach is validated in two classification scheme: (1) modulation classification between BPSK and QPSK signals; (2) modulation classification of ASK, BPSK and QPSK signals. The experiment result of 2 scheme is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. From recognize accuracy curve, we can get some conclusions as following:
Firstly, recognize accuracy is increased when the signal power is getting stronger in the channel, almost all the recognize accuracy is 100% when signal noise ratio in 10db, Recognize accuracy of 4th cumulants vector get about 90% accuracy when signal noise ratio is 4db, which shows 4th order cyclic cumulants vector have nice discrimination capability in non-noisy channel.
Secondly, from experimental results of scheme (1) in Fig 2, the accuracy of modulation recognize with different max frequency of cyclic feature is comparable, meanwhile, the number of training samples take less effect of recognize accuracy between BPSK and QPSK signals, which shows the proposed feature can get relative high performance with small number of training samples and low feature vector dimension.
Thirdly, from experimental results of scheme (2) in Fig 3, the proposed approach shows high recognize performance in less number of training samples and low feature vector dimension for ASK, BPSK and QPSK modulation recognize, which will remarkably reduce cost of training and recognize stage. In [13] , the high precision of modulation recognition is reached based on training samples of each kind signal is 600 and testing samples is 150, which will call for much more cost during extraction and training stage. 
Coclusion and Future Work
Cognitive radio asks for digital signal modulation recognize approach with high precision and less cost. In this paper, a novel modulation recognize approach is proposed. 4th order cyclic cumulants of modulation signal is extracted for training SVMs and then applied to recognize modulation type of digital signals. Experiment result shows the proposed approach reach high precision for ASK BPSK and QPSK signals in noisy environment with less number of training samples and low dimension of feature, which call for relative less cost at extraction and training stage.
In future, more modulation type of digital signal and more kind of noisy channel will be introduced to validate the performance of approach. Also, more robust signal features for modulation recognize will be further researched.
